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Abstract. During the ACE-Asia field campaign, 41 aerosol filter samples were obtained by airborne
sampling over the ocean to the north, south and west of Japan, generally under conditions of outflow
from the Asian continent. These samples were analyzed for their water-soluble chemical components,
particularly organic species. Suites of inorganic anions, carbohydrates, organic acids and metallic ele-
ments were identified and quantified (21 distinct species). Simultaneously, measurements were made
of the aerosol hygroscopicity and light scattering. A factor analysis performed on the compositional
data identified several sources for the aerosols sampled during the field campaign. Regression of the
light-scattering data onto tracers for each of these factors suggests that the aerosol light scattering
could be largely attributed to three of these factors: anthropogenic emissions, biomass burning, and
soil dust. Similarly, the aerosol hygroscopicity was largely consistent with an empirical mixing model
based on past measurements of the hygroscopicity of these individual aerosol types. Limited size-
resolved , aerosol composition measurements were also obtained and suggested different sources for
various chemical species.
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1. Introduction
The impact of aerosols on climate radiative forcing is generally divided into a direct
and indirect component, the latter being associated with the modulation of cloud
albedo and precipitation efficiency by aerosols. The direct forcing, involving the
direct backscattering and absorption of solar radiation by aerosols, is by far the
better-understood and widely incorporated into Global Climate Models (GCM’s)
(IPCC, 2001).
A major uncertainty in the calculation of the magnitude of the direct forcing is
associated with the source strengths of the various contributors to aerosol burden,
in particular organic species (IPCC, 2001). Not only is this a simple matter of
the amount of aerosol material present in any given atmospheric column, but also
of the size distribution and composition of that material, which will depend on the
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relative contributions of various distinct sources, since this will impact the radiative
properties of the aerosol.
A key facet of this modulation of aerosol radiative properties by composition
is hygroscopic growth of the aerosol, which causes a change in aerosol size as
ambient RH changes and is determined by the chemical composition of the parti-
cles (cf., Charlson et al., 1992; Penner et al., 1994). Indeed, Pilinis et al. (1995)
have concluded that this hygroscopic growth is the single most important parame-
ter in the assessment of direct forcing by aerosols after concentration. Given this
importance, it is not surprising that numerous studies have investigated both the
contribution of various chemical components of particular aerosol types to light
scattering (e.g., Hegg et al., 1997; Quinn et al., 1998) and the link between aerosol
chemical composition and hygroscopicity (e.g., Covert et al., 1972; Tang, 1996;
Ming and Russell, 2002).
One aspect of the radiative forcing of climate by aerosols which has been noted
by many observers is that, unlike the forcing by greenhouse gases, it is very non-
uniform geographically. Indeed, most recent assessments of this forcing by GCM
models show that there are three specific areas where the anthropogenic aerosol
direct forcing due to fossil fuels is concentrated and a fourth where the impact of
biomass burning is paramount, namely, eastern North America, Europe, east Asia
and west Africa. Unlike the aerosol sources in Europe and North America, Asian
aerosol sources include much more fossil fuel burning and biomass burning. The
enhanced coal burning produces a large amount of sulfate aerosols, which are an
important fraction of global anthropogenic aerosols that affect the climate (Kato
and Akimoto, 1992; Charlson et al., 1992). This burning practice also induces
severe acid precipitation, especially in southern China (Shen et al., 1993). The
biomass burning, often with minimal emission controls, adds more light-absorbing
black carbon and light-scattering organics-containing aerosols to parts of the Asian
and Pacific atmosphere (Chameides et al., 1999). In addition, a unique feature of
Asian aerosols is the dust component. Dust derived from deserts in Mongolia and
western China affects large areas of eastern Asia and the North Pacific under west-
erly winds in the spring. Jaffe et al. (1999) show that Asian dust even reaches North
America under certain conditions. Since dust aerosols can both absorb solar and
infrared radiation (leading to a warming effect) and backscatter sunlight (leading
to a cooling effect), significant changes in radiative forcing may be expected over
the vast region from eastern Asia to the North Pacific.
This global significance and interesting complexity were the rationalizations for
the recent ACE-Asia (Aerosol Characterization Experiment – Asia) study centered
between Japan, Korea and China during the spring of 2001. The overall objective
of the experiment was elucidation of the direct forcing by aerosols in this impor-
tant venue, and encompassed everything from a more careful appraisal of aerosol
sources to the calculation of the direct forcing based on satellite observations. In
this study we report measurements of aerosol light scattering and hygroscopicity
made concurrently with a relatively complete chemical analysis of the aerosol. Of
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particular interest is whether organics are a significant constituent of aerosols in
this region. We also do some limited exploration of the size-resolved chemical
composition of these aerosols. Additionally, we assess the contribution of several
different aerosol types to the aerosol light scattering and the aerosol hygroscopicity.
2. Methodology
The observational platform from which all measurements reported here were taken
was the CIRPAS Twin Otter research aircraft. The sampling was carried out primar-
ily in three different general locales: (1) roughly 300 km due north of the Japanese
mainland over the Sea of Japan; (2) about 250 km due west of Japan and south of
the Korean peninsula; (3) about 100 km south of Japan along 133◦ East Longitude.
Additionally, two single flights were conducted slightly outside of the operational
areas. Both the primary operational areas and the locals for the two idiosyncratic
flights are shown in Figure 1. The basic sampling plan involved a spiral ascent
to the top of the convective boundary layer followed by a staged descent to the
surface, each stage lasting for between 20 minutes and an hour depending on the
type of sampling done. On several occasions, the lowest stage was near the sur-
face to coordinate measurements with the NOAA research vessel, R. Brown. Each
flight was divided into at least three stages. Light-scattering data were obtained
from four integrating nephelometers aboard the aircraft. One of these was a TSI
(TSI, St. Paul, MN) model 3563 three wavelength (450, 550, 700 nm), backscatter
nephelometer and the other three were Radiance Research (RR) model 903 single
wavelength (550 nm) nephelometers (Radiance Research, Seattle, WA). All four
nephelometers were calibrated against particle-free air and CO2 prior to the field
deployment and zeroed before each flight. The three model 903 nephelometers
were operated at relative humidities near ambient, ca. 30% below ambient and near
85%. The low RH nephelometer was maintained at the target RH via heating of the
sample airstream while the high RH nephelometer was maintained by a humidifier
as described in Gasso et al. (2000). The TSI nephelometer was operated ca. 30%
below ambient as well, again by heating the sample airstream. The nephelometer
operating closest to ambient RH was selected as the light-scattering signal and
corrected as suggested by Anderson and Ogren (1998) for angular truncation using
an Ångström coefficient derived from the TSI nephelometer. This procedure may
result in a slightly low bias in the light-scattering signal since preliminary tests
suggest that the RR nephelometers have a somewhat larger forward truncation error
than does the TSI instrument examined by Anderson and Ogren (T. Anderson, per-
sonal communication). All nephelometers sampled air through a shrouded diffuser
whose leading edge was co-equal with that of the aircraft nose and ∼1.5 m above
it. Flight tests using both internal and external FSSP-100x probes (cross-calibrated)
suggest a 50% cut diameter of 8 µm.
The hygroscopic behavior of the aerosol was determined from the three neph-
elometers operating at different RH. The functional dependence of light scattering
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Figure 1. The sampling venue for ACE-Asia showing the five areas for which data are re-
ported in this study. Note that areas 4 and 5 were sampled by single flights. (See Table II for
the area in which each filter sample was obtained.)
on RH, F(σsp(RH)), was parameterized by the exponent of Equation (1), based on









where S is the saturation ratio or fractional RH and the exponent, γ , for the mea-
sured dependence of light-scattering on RH is determined by fitting the data to
Equation (1) as in Gasso et al. (2000). This procedure essentially assumes that
the aerosol hydration is a smooth function of RH and can be characterized by
the hyperbolic form of Equation (1). The goodness of the fitting procedure with
a limited number of RH points, such as that used here, as compared to a fit to
a continuous hydration curve has been examined in Gasso et al. (2000). For the
moderately polluted marine air characteristic of our sample area, the error should
be well within 10%. We use γ as a comparative measure of the hygroscopicity. As
a bench mark for comparison with other parameters, sea salt would have a γ value
of about 0.6 while biomass burning smoke aerosols would typically be in the range
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0.1 to 0.2 (Gasso et al., 2000; Kotchenruther and Hobbs, 1998). Another parameter
commonly used to characterize aerosol hydration is the ratio of light scattering at
80% RH to that at 30% RH, f (RH). We give values for both γ and f (RH) in
Table IIa for comparison.
Aerosol light absorption coefficient (σap) was also measured using an absorp-
tion photometer (model PSAP) made by Radiance Research (Seattle, WA) utilizing
the data reduction scheme of Bond et al. (1999).
In addition to the real-time measurements of optical properties and hygroscop-
icity, the aerosol composition was regularly analyzed via filter sampling. The filter
medium employed was a 90 mm diameter Zefluor (Teflon) filter of 1 micron pore
size. At the nominal 100 lpm sampling flow, these filters retain essentially all
particles (99.99% retention as per ASTM D 2986–71). On each flight blanks were
deployed as well as actual sample filters and the blanks were analyzed identically to
the samples to determine uncertainty and zero correction values. The sample flow
for the filters came through a probe with an upper aerosol size cut (50%) of around
3.5 microns diameter. (We note that the manufacturer’s specified size cut is well
above this but comparison of the mass distribution on the MOUDI substrates with
mass estimates from external optical probes suggest the stated cut size.) This stands
in contrast with the inlet to the nephelometers, which had an upper cut of 8 microns
diameter. Hence, for samples in which there are a substantial number of aerosol
particles present between 4 and 8 microns diameter, and the aerosol composition
below 4 microns is significantly different from that in the 4–8 micron range, then
comparisons between the filter data and the nephelometer data may not be valid.
However, when appreciable coarse mode particles were present in this study, (i.e.,
the aerosol mass was dominated by particles above 1 micron), it was always due to
dust and there is no evidence of any compositional difference between the 1–4 and
4–8 micron size ranges in such cases. Finally, a measure of aerosol size has been
included in the analysis in the form of the Ångström coefficient, which quantifies
the dependence of aerosol light scattering on wavelength and is a strong function
of the aerosol size distribution.
The first step in the filter analysis was gravimetric determination of total aerosol
mass. Prior to sampling, each filter was pre-weighted, and then weighted again
after sampling. Four replicate weighings were done in each instance, all at 40%
RH. The uncertainty in the total mass was based on replicate measurements on
handling blanks.
Each of the filter samples acquired was then extracted in 10 ml of deionized
water (HPLC grade) through mechanical shaking (20 minutes duration) and di-
vided into three aliquots for chemical analyses. The extraction efficiency of the
process was tested with standards and found to be essentially 100%. The first
aliquot was analyzed by inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(ICP_AES) for K, Na, Ca, Mg, Fe, Al and Si. The second aliquot was analyzed by
ion chromatography with a conductivity detector (IC-CD) for anionic species (in-
cluding carboxylic acids). The third was analyzed by electrospray ionization – ion
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Table I. Nominal cut sizes at 100 L/min inlet flow rate (1 atm and
20 ◦C), number of nozzles, and nozzle diameters for each stage of
the MOUDI used in ACE-Asia (adapted from the MSP Model 4100
MOUDI instruction manual)
Stage Cut size, Number of Nozzle dlogD
µm nozzles diameter, mm
1 2.5 32 2.20 –
2 1.4 120 0.99 0.45
3 0.77 280 0.51 0.60
4 0.44 800 0.26 0.56
5 0.26 1796 0.15 0.53
Backup filter 0 – – –
trap mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and, additionally, by ion chromatography with
pulsed amperometric detector (IC-PAD) for carbohydrates. Details on the analytic
procedures are given in Gao et al. (2002).
In a limited number of cases, available sampling times were sufficiently long
to render size-resolved chemical sampling feasible. In these instances, a 5-stage
Micro-Orifice Uniform Deposit Impactor (MOUDI) was employed to collect air-
borne aerosol samples for chemical analysis (MSP Inc., model 4100). The MOUDI
is a widely used type of cascade impactor and is described in detail by Marple et
al. (1991). During ACE-Asia, five Zefluor filters (75 mm in diameter) were used on
the five consecutive stages to collect particles in different size ranges, and a Zefluor
filter (90 mm in diameter) was used at the base stage to collect the rest of the
particles (smallest) in the air stream. Table I shows the 50% cut-size at 100 L/min
inlet flow rate (1 atm and 20 ◦C), the number of nozzles, and the nozzle diameter
for each impactor stage. The actual flow rates were controlled at 100 L/min during
ACE-Asia, and were precisely determined from the flow meter. The same sampling
inlet was used for the MOUDI’s as was used for the filters, and thus the same inlet
losses and caveats apply to the interpretation of the data. Before and after each
sampling, the MOUDI impaction stages, plates, and retaining rings were rinsed by
deionized water and methanol and were dried in a laminar flow clean chamber. All
the filters were mounted into and taken off the MOUDI in the clean chamber as
well. They were subsequently stored at about 5 ◦C until analyses in the lab. During
each flight, blank filters were collected by loading filters into the MOUDI the same
way as sample filters, but with no airflow through these filters.
The sampling protocol utilized to expose the filters or impactors during each
flight was based on the real-time light-scattering data. During vertical profiles
acquired during the flights, distinct aerosol layers were identified (if present) and
filter samples exposed in these distinct layers. Normally, a near surface (at a nom-
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inal 30–50 m altitude) filter sample was also taken on each flight. While a few
samples were obtained under conditions of low aerosol loading, more characteristic
of marine background air, most were representative of anthropogenic emissions or
dust outflow from the Asian continent. Exposure time ranged from 10–50 minutes
depending on the level of light scattering. Despite the relatively slow sampling
speed of the Twin Otter aircraft (∼55 m/s) and the commonly folded flight path
(e.g., reversal of course to fly slightly upwind of the previous track on a reciprocal
heading), the longer filter sampling times resulted in spatial averaging over fairly
substantial scales, on the order of 40 km. However, the relatively low variance
of real-time parameters when averaged over the sampling times suggested fairly
homogeneous conditions during filter sampling.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. FILTER SAMPLES
41 filter samples were obtained from the Twin Otter and analyzed during the ACE-
Asia study. These, and their sampling location, are listed in Table II together with
values for the aerosol light-scattering coefficient (σsp) and aerosol hygroscopicity
factor (γ ) averaged over each filter-sampling interval. (To enhance comparability
with some earlier studies (e.g., Tang, 1996; Kotchenruther and Hobbs, 1998), we
also calculate the ratio of light scattering at 80% to that at 30% using the given
values of γ , i.e., f (RH = 80%). From the table, the aerosol hygroscopicity factor
varied between 0.1 and 0.58 with a mean value of 0.31 while the dry scattering
coefficient ranged from 7 to 158 Mm−1 with a mean value of 67. A total of 21 in-
dividual chemical species were identified, including four dicarboxylic acids (while
anions are analyzed, we assume the organic anions represent acids) and four car-
bohydrates. A number of interesting correlations are apparent in the data. Some are
explicable in a straightforward sense, for example the good correlation between Ca
and Fe (r = 0.95) given they both are well-known dust components. Others are less
straightforward but nevertheless interpretable, for example the inverse correlation
of the Ångström coefficient with altitude (r = −0.54), suggesting the presence of
dust layers aloft. However, the rather large number of variables suggests that a more
global analysis for correlations, one that would reduce the number of variables to
a more manageable level is in order here. We therefore utilize a factor analysis to
examine the overall data structure.
The factor analysis run on the data set shown in Table II utilized Principle
Component Extraction of the eigenvectors (with the usual but admittedly ad hoc
eigenvalue cutoff of 1.0). The factor loadings were subjected to Varimax rotation
to maximize the orthogonality of the factors. The results of this analysis are shown
in Table III, which shows the rotated component matrix for the analysis. Six factors
were found that had eigenvalues of 1 or greater. These factors explained 84% of
the variance in the data set. The component loadings give considerable insight into
the various types of aerosol co-existing in the study area. The first factor (com-
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Table IIa. Aerosol hygroscopicity factor (γ ), light-scattering coefficient (σsp), sampling altitude
and area (see Figure 1), total mass and inorganic anion concentration for each of the filter samples
collected during the study. Concentrations are in µg m−3 (STP), σsp is in Mm−1 and altitude is in
m. Mean uncertainties are given. Flight numbers correspond to dates (MDD)
Flight Altitude Sample γ f (RH) σsp Total Cl NO3 SO4
area ±0.02 ±0.2 ±4 mass ±0.03 ±0.08 ±0.08
±5
406 440 3 0.39 1.63 69 50.5 0.54 1.01 10.12
406 48 3 0.39 1.63 75 29.1 0.41 1.03 10.64
406 1102 3 0.48 1.82 57 77 0.89 1.02 9.96
406 1100 3 0.49 1.85 56 35 0.37 0.5 4.56
408 196 1 0.33 1.51 75 35.9 0 0.71 8.13
408 3118 1 0.36 1.57 9 – 0 0.29 1.59
409 299 1 0.45 1.76 140 50.3 0.19 1.07 10.05
409 2927 1 0.32 1.49 38 – 0 0.12 6.84
409 1385 1 0.5 1.87 42 22.7 0.07 0.19 3.24
412 68 3 0.23 1.33 103 29.5 0.54 2 6
412 920 3 0.22 1.32 94 55.2 0.42 2.12 5.19
413 48 2 0.26 1.39 60 29.3 0.13 1.43 5.22
413 774 2 0.31 1.47 54 31.3 0.04 1.22 4.42
413 1232 2 0.28 1.42 51 22.5 0.08 1.29 4.68
413 468 2 0.29 1.44 60 65.9 0.38 1.98 7.35
414 66 2 0.34 1.53 111 78.5 0.39 1.88 11.74
414 3553 2 0.1 1.13 81 96.8 0.43 0.8 2.76
414 1251 2 0.32 1.49 73 30.8 0.06 1.07 7.63
414 774 2 0.34 1.53 69 38.2 0.17 1.66 8.2
416 45 3 0.38 1.61 24 7.64 0 0.34 2.59
416 2179 3 0.58 2.07 – – 0 0.03 1.03
417 2815 2 0.11 1.15 103 61 0.53 0.76 4.34
417 1384 2 0.28 1.42 129 48.4 0.12 2.06 11.97
417 44 2 0.35 1.55 32 – 0 0.19 4
419 41 1 0.36 1.57 147 23.3 0 0.53 9.48
419 1763 1 0.28 1.42 29 31.9 0.01 2.09 1.33
423 608 5 0.29 1.44 39 28 0 0.5 1.14
423 601 5 0.28 1.42 39 16.6 0.02 0.47 1.04
423 39 5 0.28 1.42 41 21.4 0 0.99 3.35
423 1914 5 0.42 1.69 7 9.02 0 1.2 1.2
425 302 2 0.39 1.63 36 19.7 0.18 0.74 3.55
425 1232 2 0.48 1.82 8 – 0 0.09 1.32
425 3242 2 0.31 1.47 15 3.41 0 0.09 1.02
426 39 2 0.18 1.25 106 39.3 0.14 0.84 3.41
426 461 2 0.18 1.25 85 25.6 0.08 0.77 3.18
426 1084 2 0.15 1.21 81 29.3 0.06 0.92 2.74
426 3269 2 0.18 1.25 29 30 0.03 0.3 1.25
427 457 4 0.13 1.18 158 58.1 0.03 3.27 4.75
427 156 4 0.21 1.30 126 48.9 0.05 1.74 6.73
427 845 4 0.15 1.21 106 49.1 0.12 2.43 4.19
428 2669 1 0.3 1.46 17 – 0 0 2.32
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Table IIb. As in II(a) but now for the elements derived from ICP/MS
Flight Altitude Ca Fe K Mg Na Si Al
±0.07 ±0.03 ±0.12 ±0.02 ±0.002 ±0.08 ±0.05
406 440 0 0 0.19 0.07 0.02 4.28 0.16
406 48 0.37 0.05 0.17 0.15 0.01 1.06 0.06
406 1102 0.17 0.04 0.19 0.12 0.02 3.85 0.13
406 1100 0 0.02 0.06 0.05 0 1.25 0.06
408 196 0 0.15 0.09 0.05 0 0.29 0
408 3118 0.16 0.21 0.03 0.12 0 0.72 0.14
409 299 2.46 1.47 0.66 1.22 0.01 4.56 1.12
409 2927 0.23 0.03 0.03 0.02 0 0.12 0.02
409 1385 0.29 0.05 0.04 0.02 0 0.11 0.04
412 68 1.9 1 0.86 0.6 0.03 5.1 0.9
412 920 1.59 0.95 0.81 0.53 0.02 4.8 0.92
413 48 0.66 0.59 0.34 0.32 0 1.86 0.43
413 774 0.48 0.45 0.29 0.26 0 1.42 0.32
413 1232 0.46 0.42 0.29 0.23 0 1.31 0.3
413 468 1.1 0.74 0.41 0.44 0.01 2.64 0.47
414 66 1.89 0.93 0.71 0.62 0.01 3.11 0.65
414 3553 4.83 2.12 0.72 1.6 0.01 6.43 1.47
414 1251 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.37 0 1.89 0.47
414 774 1.13 0.74 0.42 0.48 0 2.49 0.53
416 45 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.04 0 0.32 0.08
416 2179 0 0.02 0.02 0 0 0.04 0
417 2815 4.54 2.22 0.77 1.77 0.01 7.04 1.58
417 1384 1.38 1.13 0.73 0.77 0 3.43 0.78
417 44 0 0.09 0.09 0 0 0.19 0.01
419 41 0.06 0.19 0.2 0.07 0 0.42 0.1
419 1763 0 0.07 0.07 0 0 0.12 0.07
423 608 0.04 0.08 0.06 0.05 0 0.23 0.03
423 601 0.28 0.06 0.05 0.05 0 0.19 0.05
423 39 0.26 0.12 0.08 0.07 0 0.33 0.05
423 1914 0.07 0.1 0.04 0.05 0 0.35 0
425 302 0.19 0.08 0.16 0.05 0.01 0.31 0
425 1232 0 0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0
425 3242 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.01 0 0.18 0
426 39 0.57 0.31 0.31 0.1 0.01 1.54 0.19
426 461 0.37 0.27 0.23 0.09 0.01 1.28 0.15
426 1084 0.47 0.21 0.21 0.08 0 1.13 0.16
426 3269 0.92 0.33 0.18 0.2 0 1.59 0.27
427 457 0.85 0.97 0.43 0.3 0 4.08 0.99
427 156 0.44 0.7 0.34 0.22 0 2.84 0.67
427 845 0.6 0.68 0.33 0.23 0 2.82 0.72
428 2669 0.26 0.1 0 0.06 0 0.85 0.12
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Table IIc. As in Table IIa but now for the organic anion concentrations of each aerosol sample
collected during the study
Flight Altitude Acetate Formate Oxalate Glutarate Succinate Malonate
±0.05 ±0.08 ±0.003 ±0.008 ±0.01 ±0.08
406 440 0 0 0.08 0 0 0
406 48 0 0 0.28 0.02 0.03 0
406 1102 0 0 0.28 0 0 0
406 1100 0 0 0.08 0 0 0
408 196 0.06 0.01 0.21 0.02 0.07 0
408 3118 0.14 0 0.07 0 0 0
409 299 0.19 0 0.15 0 0.03 0
409 2927 0.02 0 0.67 0 0.02 0
409 1385 0.04 0 0.03 0 0.02 0
412 68 0.31 0 0.16 0.01 0.03 0
412 920 0.27 0 0.18 0.01 0.03 0
413 48 0.23 0 0.14 0.01 0.03 0
413 774 0.28 0 0.1 0 0.02 0
413 1232 0.19 0.27 0.12 0.01 0.03 0
413 468 0.75 0 0.14 0 0.04 0
414 66 0.78 0 0.12 0 0.04 0
414 3553 0.55 0.04 0.06 0 0 0
414 1251 0.41 0 0.08 0 0.02 0
414 774 0.3 0 0.12 0.01 0.03 0
416 45 0.04 0 0.04 0 0.01 0
416 2179 0.02 0 0.01 0 0.01 0
417 2815 0.06 0.01 0.08 0 0 0
417 1384 0.3 0.01 0.21 0 0.03 0
417 44 0 0.01 0.06 0 0 0
419 41 0.03 0.06 0.18 0.02 0.08 0.16
419 1763 0.08 0 0.07 0.01 0.02 0
423 608 0 0 0.05 0 0.02 0
423 601 0 0 0.05 0 0.02 0
423 39 0.16 0 0.1 0 0.02 0
423 1914 0 0 0.03 0 0 0
425 302 0.01 0 0.09 0.01 0.03 0
425 1232 0 0 0.02 0 0 0
425 3242 0 0 0.08 0.01 0.03 0
426 39 0 0.01 0.3 0.03 0.08 0
426 461 0.04 0 0.28 0.03 0.06 0
426 1084 0.09 0.08 0.35 0.04 0.12 0.19
426 3269 0 0 0.64 0 0 0
427 457 0.03 0.01 0.66 0.04 0.17 0.32
427 156 0.07 0.01 0.48 0.05 0.17 0.21
427 845 0.06 0.01 0.47 0.05 0.15 0.23
428 2669 0 0 0.09 0 0 0
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Table IId. As in Table IIa except now for the concentrations of the hydrocarbons in each filter
sample collected during the study
Flight Altitude Levo- Glucose Mannitol Citrate Xylitol
glucoson ±0.05 ±0.01 ±0.7 ±0.005
±0.01
406 440 0 0 0 0 0
406 48 0.05 0 0.07 1.22 0
406 1102 0 0 0.1 0 0.02
406 1100 0.08 0.44 0.13 0 0.03
408 196 0.07 0 0 0 0
408 3118 0 0 0 0 0
409 299 0 0 0.09 0 0
409 2927 0 0 0 0 0
409 1385 0 0 0.06 0 0
412 68 0 0 0 0 0
412 920 0 0 0 0 0
413 48 0.03 0.1 0 0 0
413 774 0.03 0 0 0 0
413 1232 0.02 0 0 0 0
413 468 0 0 0 0 0
414 66 0 0.45 0 0 0
414 3553 0 0 0 0 0
414 1251 0 0 0 0 0
414 774 0 0 0 0 0
416 45 0 0 0 0 0
416 2179 0 0 0 0 0
417 2815 0 0 0 0 0.03
417 1384 0 0 0 0 0
417 44 0 0 0 0 0
419 41 0.03 0 0 0 0
419 1763 0.04 0 0 0 0.01
423 608 0.04 0 0 0 0
423 601 0.02 0 0 0 0
423 39 0 0 0 0 0
423 1914 0 0 0 0 0
425 302 0.02 0 0 0 0.01
425 1232 0 0 0 0 0
425 3242 0.02 0 0 0 0.01
426 39 0.25 0 0 3.7 0.02
426 461 0.05 0 0 1.01 0.02
426 1084 0.4 0.16 0.04 1.69 0.02
426 3269 0.03 0 0 2.16 0.01
427 457 0.21 0 0 1.51 0.02
427 156 0.09 0.13 0.05 2.08 0.02
427 845 0.12 0.16 0.04 1.71 0.02
428 2669 0 0 0 5.49 0
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Table III. Rotated component matrix for the factor analysis. Varimax rotation after PCA extraction
was employed. Sources for components 5 and 6 are not clear (see text). Asterisks note factor loadings
above 0.5
Variable Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 Component 5 Component 6
(dust) (biomass (anthropogenic (sea salt)
burning) emissions)
% Variance
explained 31 24 11 9 5 4
Altitude 0.476457 –0.17616 –0.64971 –0.12464 0.013005 0.022214
Ångström
coefficient –0.78617 * 0.255016 0.182454 –0.11058 0.139903 0.017114
γ –0.60244 –0.58095 0.21612 0.202957 0.324078 –0.07147
σsp 0.410326 0.589823 * 0.519016 * 0.173914 0.068166 0.043371
σap 0.209199 0.778823 * 0.412396 –0.12519 0.021824 –0.14379
Total mass 0.691368 * 0.142501 0.217883 0.355756 0.320716 –0.07049
Acetate 0.6129 –0.30467 0.52315 * –0.21618 0.122177 0.1147
Formate 0.015361 0.057811 –0.00712 –0.07413 –0.05144 0.955805 *
Chloride 0.348258 –0.21845 0.084502 0.837772 * 0.291719 –0.0427
Nitrate 0.286771 0.440621 0.61929 * 0.008707 –0.07106 –0.14033
Sulfate 0.103075 –0.07647 0.724838 * 0.418258 0.228531 0.044995
Oxalate 0.030822 0.837807 * –0.03446 0.133443 –0.01073 –0.10157
Glutarate –0.09544 0.925368 * 0.128282 –0.02712 0.003546 0.08821
Succinate –0.04473 0.923996 * 0.276383 –0.16285 0.037228 0.036739
Malonate –0.00515 0.859625 * 0.203735 –0.14392 0.087805 0.024172
Calcium 0.963357 * –0.07897 –0.10382 0.076663 –0.00482 0.029508
Iron 0.97723 * 0.085075 0.066724 0.001856 –0.03808 –0.002
Potassium 0.84763 * 0.050558 0.374215 0.210701 –0.08904 0.025651
Magnesium 0.95907 * –0.11727 –0.03522 0.076895 0.010553 0.020494
Sodium 0.232802 –0.04557 0.15634 0.875862 * –0.12818 –0.06463
Silicon 0.834937 * 0.109015 0.127434 0.472232 0.01453 –0.07006
Aluminum 0.949125 * 0.198385 0.130465 0.085223 –0.04319 –0.05081
Xylitol 0.085091 0.570839 * –0.42339 0.216732 0.487174 –0.15532
Levoglucosan –0.14995 0.76408 * –0.17007 –0.06681 0.1834 0.222568
Glucose 0.046617 0.054177 0.210242 –0.17292 0.877533 * –0.00365
Mannitol –0.24447 0.130752 –0.11014 0.413789 0.770222 * –0.03672
Citric acid –0.08686 0.791721 * –0.23455 0.045279 –0.00098 –0.02692
ponent 1) is most heavily loaded by typical soil dust species, including calcium,
iron, silicon and aluminum. It is also inversely loaded (negative factor) by the
Ångström coefficient and by aerosol hygroscopicity factor, consistent with a strong
dust component hypothesis. The second factor (component 2) has large loadings
for the dicarboxylic acids, xylitol, citric acid and, most tellingly, levoglucosan.
This carbohydrate is a well-known emission from biomass burning and, indeed,
has been proposed as a tracer for such burning (Simoneit et al., 1999; Fraser and
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Lakshmanan, 2000). Most of the species with large factor loadings on this factor are
in fact plausible biomass emissions. The third factor (component 3) has only two
really significant chemical species loadings, sulfate and nitrate. It appears to be a
marker for anthropogenic emissions. The fourth factor (component 4) is essentially
sea salt, being loaded only by sodium and chloride. The remaining two factors
are rather puzzling. The two dominant loadings of the fifth factor are glucose and
manitol, with a somewhat lesser loading by xylitol. One would expect these species
to be associated with the second, or biomass burning, factor and , indeed, xylitol is a
component of both factors. However , glucose and manitol are definitely orthogonal
to most of the biomass burning loadings in factor two. The final (sixth) factor is
loaded primarily by the monocarboxylic acid anion, formate. Again, one would
have expected an appreciable covariance with the components of factor two since
this acid is a known biomass burning emission. However, it does have other sources
as well (industrial and in situ photochemistry) and it may well be that the sources
are too convoluted to be resolved by a simple factor analysis with this limited data
set. It must also be kept in mind that only a few percent of the total variance is
explained by these last two factors.
Of importance to the issue of sources of aerosol light scattering, the first three
factors identified by the above analysis are all appreciably loaded by the aerosol
light-scattering coefficient. The lack of such a loading for the sea salt factor is
rather surprising in light of previous work in the marine atmosphere which suggests
that sea salt can dominate light scattering (e.g., Quinn et al., 1998). However, most
of these studies were carried out in rather pristine marine air whereas in this study
large quantities of dust and anthropogenic emissions were present. This suggests
that a multiple regression analysis of aerosol light scattering onto tracers for the
three factors associated with dust, biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions,
respectively, might prove fruitful.
The first trial regression utilizes the most heavily loaded component of each
of the three factors as the tracer for that scattering factor. Hence, iron is used for
soil dust, glutarate for biomass burning and sulfate for anthropogenic emissions.
The results of the regression are shown in Table IV. It can be seen that the three
prospective aerosol sources contribute about equally to the scattering (based on
substitution of data-base mean values into the regression equation). To test the
robustness of this conclusion, four alternative sets of tracers have been used as
regression predictors and the results also shown in Table IV. The results do appear
to be essentially stable, with the three aerosol sources making roughly equal con-
tributions to the light scattering. The mean values for the contributions over the five
regressions are: anthropogenic emissions = 32±7%, biomass burning = 22±8%
and dust = 21 ± 4%. Furthermore, if one excludes the use of nitrate as a anthro-
pogenic emissions tracer since it is clearly inferior to sulfate in terms of R2, due
at least in part to its lability and consequent tendency to react with alkaline dust
(thus confusing its source), three-quarters of the total particle light-scattering is ex-
plained by the three aerosol sources. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of the regression
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Table IV. Light-scattering budget by multiple regression




Sulfate (A), iron (BB), glutarate (D) 0.83 30 23 29
Sulfate (A), aluminum (D),
leovglucosan (BB) 0.79 33 26 12
Sulfate (A), iron (D), succinate (BB) 0.86 27 21 25
Sulfate (A), calcium (D),
succinate (BB) 0.85 44 17 29
Nitrate (A), iron (D),
glutarate (BB) 0.60 27 16 16
model to the choice of independent variables, source tracers in this instance, is not
entirely satisfactory. To explore the issue of source profiles further, we supplement
our factor analysis with an analysis by Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF).
The PMF technique is a variant of standard factor analysis with non-negative
factor elements and takes into account uncertainties in observed data values. Es-
sentially, the technique accounts for uncertainty in each measured value as part
of the factor extraction process. The main products of the technique are two
matrices, the first of which gives the contribution of each of the source factors
to each measurement. The second matrix consists of the contribution of each
independent measurement (chemical concentrations in our case) to each of the
sources, i.e., it yields source profiles. A weakness of the technique is that the
number of sources must be specified initially. However, in our case the conven-
tional factor analysis will provide an estimate of the number of sources. The
PMF approach is fully discussed in Paatero and Tapper (1994) and Juntto and
Paatero (1994) and has been used successfully in numerous instances to resolve
atmospheric aerosol sources (e.g., Xie et al., 1999). The particular numerical pro-
gram utilized here was supplied by P. Paatero of Helsinki University (available at
ftp://rock.helsinki.fi/pub/misc/pmf).
The PMF analysis was initiated with four factors based on the FA/PCA analy-
sis described above (sensitivity tests were conducted with between two and six
factors). The source profiles returned by the program suggest a biomass burning
source (with citric acid as the major component), a dust source (Ca, Si, Al, Mg and
Fe being the major components), an anthropogenic emissions source (featuring
sulfate as the most prominent species), and a sort of hybrid dust-anthropogenic
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emissions source featuring both nitrate and sulfate as the most prominent com-
ponents but with important contributions from Si and Al. We treat this source as
anthropogenic emissions but note that it is indicative of anthropogenic emissions-
dust interaction during the study period. Such interaction has been previously
observed (Uematsu et al., 2002). The source factors were next used as independent
variables in a linear regression of dry scattering coefficient (with R2 values varying
between 0.76 and 0.7 depending on which set of source profiles were used from
the sensitivity studies; p  0.001) and the regression coefficients used to generate
the contribution of each source to each measurement of scattering (the product of
the regression coefficient and the source factor). Mean contributions (and standard
deviations of the mean) of each source for the data set as a whole were: anthro-
pogenic emissions (the sum of both anthropogenic emissions sources) = 50±19%,
dust = 16 ± 17% and biomass burning = 7 ± 15%). Hence, the PMF analysis
suggests a similar dust influence but stronger anthropogenic emissions influence
and lesser biomass burning influence than does the factor analysis/tracer regres-
sion. The attenuation of the biomass-burning factor is likely due to the relatively
low concentrations and thus large relative uncertainty associated with the biomass
burning tracers. Nevertheless, there is broad agreement between the two analytical
techniques as to the sources present.
One advantage of the PMF analysis is the ability to examine temporal trends in
the relative contributions of each source to the scattering. The temporal variability
in the data set suggests the anthropogenic emissions sources, and dust, were most
prominent through 16 April. In contrast, the biomass-burning source was only
significant on and after 25 April.
Turning next to the issue of aerosol hygroscopicity, the factor analysis shown in
Table III is less informative. The hygroscopicity loads substantially onto the first
two factors but only negatively. This is certainly to be expected in the case of the
dust factor but mildly surprising for the biomass-burning factor. The highest posi-
tive loading for gamma occurs in the 5th factor, dominated by glucose and manitol,
but it is still rather modest and the sea salt and anthropogenic emissions compo-
nents are lower still. There is apparently only limited guidance to be had from the
factor analysis as to what is producing the hygroscopic behavior of the aerosol. A
PMF analysis similar to that conducted for the light-scattering coefficient yielded
essentially the same information. In part, the lack of a noteworthy linear regression
relationship between hygroscopicity and the individual chemical concentrations is
simply due to the complex and non-linear relationship between these variables.
To further explore the issue of hygroscopicity, we therefore undertake a somewhat
different regression analysis, guided by past measurements on ambient aerosols.
Of course, the best approach to establishing a link between the aerosol compo-
sition and hygroscopicity would be a detailed thermodynamic model, in which the
water activity is calculated from the composition data. However, such models re-
quire far more thermodynamic data on the various individual compounds of which
ambient aerosols are commonly composed than is currently available (cf., Clegg
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et al., 2000). One step removed from such models are the models based on rep-
resentative functional groups, such as the various UNIFAC models (Fredenslund
et al., 1977). Such models have recently been applied to atmospheric aerosols
with some success (e.g., Ming and Russell, 2001) but still require a more detailed
knowledge of aerosol composition than is available for our data set. Instead, we
adopt a quasi-empirical approach to apply in a diagnostic role.
Our approach is to consider the aerosol as a mixture of components with dif-
fering hygroscopicities, the overall hygroscopic behavior being the mass weighted
average of the hygroscopicities of the various components. This is similar in spirit
to the partial molar techniques sometimes used to estimate aerosol refractive in-
dices. The detailed activity calculations needed to estimate water activity from
compositional data for a purely theoretic approach are thus subsumed into esti-
mates of specific component impacts based on empirical measurements on general
aerosol types. In such a treatment, γ becomes a parameter characteristic of aerosol
type (or source) and we seek as mixing rule to relate the γ ’s of aerosol components
to that of the aerosol mixture as a whole. If the aerosol were a perfect external
mixture of the various aerosol components, then a linear rule would be plausible.
While this is certainly not the case, the degree of internal mixing is simply un-
known and we shall attempt a linear rule as the simplest hypothesis. This approach
requires estimates of the mass fraction of the aerosol total mass associated with
each aerosol type, in our case dust, biomass burning and anthropogenic emissions.
We estimate these mass fractions as follows. For dust, we consider K, Fe, Al, Mg,
Si, and Ca to be dust elements and assume they are in their usual oxide form in
crustal compounds, i.e., Al is in the form of Al2O3, Si in the form of SiO2, etc. It
is noteworthy that this procedure yields essentially the same resultant dust masses
as does utilizing either Al or Si as tracers of dust mass and using observed ratios
of these elements to total soil dust mass in East Asian source areas (e.g., Zhang
et al., 1998). We assume that the species highly loaded onto the biomass-burning
factor can be used to estimate the biomass-burning portion of the mass. Since these
species masses are largely determined by molecular identification, there is no need
for an assumption of molecular form. While the anthropogenic emissions mass of
the aerosol is only partially determined with respect to molecular form, being the
sum of the sulfate and nitrate anions, the associated cations are likely a combination
of hydrogen and ammonium and contribute relatively little to the mass compared
to the assumptions concerning the form of the mineral elements. The masses of the
three aerosol types are then divided by the total resolved mass to acquire the mass
fractions. We use the chemically resolved mass rather than the total gravimetric
mass because we have no way of knowing how the unresolved mass is partitioned
between the three specified factors. Our procedure essentially assumes that the
unresolved mass is partitioned in the same manner as the resolved mass.
We next utilize past data sets which focused on specific source types to de-
rive representative values for the γ hygroscopicity factor. For dust we use data
from ACE-2 during Saharan dust episodes (Gasso et al., 2000) and the data from
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this study itself (Table II) where dust is clearly the dominant component of the
aerosol. For biomass burning, we use data from the SCAR-B study where the
dominant aerosol sources were biomass burning (Kotchenruther and Hobbs, 1998).
For anthropogenic emissions we use data from both TARFOX in the Eastern U.S.
(Kotchenruther et al., 1999) and from ACE-2 during European outflow conditions
(Gasso et al., 2000). Finally, to take into account the odd factor (factor 5) revealed
by the factor analysis, we consider an additional factor which we label soluble
organics (represented in our data set by mannitol, glucose and xylitol). For this we
use hygroscopicity growth factors for particle size derived from Peng and Chan
(1999), and from the modeling work of Ming and Russell (2001). These values are
then converted to values of γ using Mie theory and Equation (1) as discussed in
Gasso et al. (2000) and Hegg et al. (2002). Based on these studies, dust is assigned
a γ value of 0.10, biomass burning one of 0.12, anthropogenic emissions one of
0.7, and soluble organics one of 0.57. Hence, we predict values for γ from the
equation:
γ = 0.1 (dust fraction) + 0.12 (biomass burning fraction)
+ 0.7 (anthropogenic emissions fraction)
+ 0.57 (soluble organics fraction).
(2)
Values of γ predicted by this expression and the measured aerosol chemistry are
regressed onto the concurrently measured values of γ . However, prior to the re-
gression analysis the data are filtered to eliminate questionable values. First, values
for which the sum of resolved chemical masses exceeds the gravimetric mass, or
for which no gravimetric mass could be measured, are excluded. Additionally, a
somewhat restricted range of Ångström coefficients is used as a bandpass filter.
This filter is applied to eliminate outliers in the sampled size distributions since the
inlets for the humidigraph and chemical filter samples have different passing effi-
ciencies and disparities will be most sensitive to the smallest and largest particles.
The filtering removes 10 of the 41 cases from the regression domain (7 excluded
due to the gravimetric filter and 3 due to the Ångström Coefficient filter). The
filtered regression R2 has a value of 0.77 (p  0.001) while that of the unfiltered
data yielded a value of 0.51 (p  0.005). A plot of the regression results is shown
in Figure 2. Reasonable covariance between the predicted and measured values of
γ is evident, suggesting that the empirical bulk prognostic approach used here has
value.
3.2. FOUR CASE STUDIES
Having established the main sources and general characteristics of the aerosols
during the study period, it is useful to examine the interplay of the different aerosol
types in specific examples. To this end, we have selected four case studies to illus-
trate variations in the contributions of these types to the overall aerosol structure
during the study period.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the measured and predicted values for γ . R2 = 0.77 for the
regression line.
Table V shows the sampling altitudes, mass closures achieved, mass fractions
of main chemical components (grouped by sources) identified, hygroscopic growth
factors (γ ), and scattering coefficients of aerosol samples collected on four days
during ACE-Asia. The dust source is represented by the sum of Al, Si, K, Mg,
Ca, and Fe oxides. The sea salt source is represented by the sum of sodium and
chloride. The anthropogenic emissions source is represented by sulfate only, since
nitrate had both marine and biomass burning sources. The biomass-burning source
is represented by the sum of levoglucosan, oxalate, malonate, succinate, glutarate,
and citric acid. Even though the mechanism by which citric acid can be emitted
from biomass fires is not clear, the earlier principal components analysis strongly
indicates that its main source, during ACE-Asia, was biomass burning. The four
cases in Table V display distinct composition patterns, in relation to their sources
and meteorological conditions, which are more easily seen in Figures 3(a–d). These
figures show the contributions of the four sources to the total aerosol mass on 17,
13, 26, and 27 April, 2001, respectively.
Figure 3 shows that dust and anthropogenic emissions were two main sources on
17 April. However, the dust to anthropogenic emissions ratio varied greatly among
the three samples. At an altitude of 2.8 km, the dust to anthropogenic emissions
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Table V. Sampling date, altitude, mass closure achieved, mass fraction of main aerosol components
(grouped by sources) identified, hygroscopic growth factor, and scattering coefficient of the aerosol
samples collected on 13, 17, 26, and 27 April 2001
Date Sample # Altitude Mass Main identified Hygroscopic Scattering
closure components and growth factor coefficient
achieved their percentages (γ ) at 550 nm
in the total (Mm−1)
aerosol mass a
17 April #41 2.8 km 61% D (52%); P (7%) 0.11 103
2001 #42 1.4 km 61% D (30%); P (25%) 0.28 129
#43 44 m 20% D (3%); P (16%) 0.35 32
13 April 13 #86 48 m 50% D (26%); P (18%) 0.26 60
2001 #87 Mixed layers 38% D (18%); P (14%) 0.31 54
#88 1.2 km 53% D (24%); P (21%) 0.28 51
#89 468 m 32% D (16%); P (11%) 0.29 60
26 April #2 39 m 36% D (14%); P (9%); 0.18 106
2001 BB (11%)
#3 461 m 39% D (17%); P (12%); 0.18 85
BB (6%)
#4 1.1 km 38% D (14%); P (9%); 0.15 81
BB (10%)
#5 3.3 km 34% D (21%), P (4%); 0.18 29
BB (8%)
27 April #25 457 m 43% D (24%); P (8%); 0.13 158
2001 B (5%)
#26 156 m 44% D (20%); P (14%); 0.21 126
BB (7%)
#27 840 m 40% D (20%); P (9%); 0.15 106
BB (6%)
a D – dust; P – anthropogenic emissions; BB – biomass burning.
ratio was 7.4. This ratio decreased to 1.2 at 1.4 km, and further decreased to 0.2
just above the sea surface (44 m). Analyses show that on 17 April, the lower tro-
posphere can be divided into three layers at ∼1.3 and ∼2.1 km, where temperature
inversions occurred. This can be roughly seen in Figure 4(a), where the aerosol
scattering coefficient versus altitude is plotted. In the layer above 2.1 km, the dust
particles were transported aloft from desert source regions to the sampling region,
resulting in a very small hygroscopic growth factor (0.11) observed at 2.8 km.
In the middle layer (1.3 ∼ 2.1 km), anthropogenic emissions components were
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Figure 3. (a) Contributions of various sources to the total mass of the aerosol samples col-
lected on 17 April 2001. Sample altitudes are given at the top of each bar. (b) Contribution of
various sources to the total mass of the aerosol samples collected on 13 April 2001. (c) Contri-
butions of various sources to the total mass of the aerosol samples collected on 26 April 2001.
(d) Contribution of various sources to the total mass of the aerosol samples collected on 27
April 2001.
significant, due to a transport of these species from urban sources. However, a
significant dust component is also present, possibly due to sedimentation of large
dust particles from aloft but more likely due to the transport of dust through pol-
luted source regions. In any case, the result is almost equal mass fractions of dust
and anthropogenic emissions species in the aerosol sample collected at 1.4 km.
Consequently, the hygroscopicity factor of the aerosol sample collected in this
layer was much larger (γ = 0.28) than the layer aloft. The local maximum of
the scattering coefficient was also larger in the middle layer, likely due to a larger
mass scattering efficiency as well as a larger mass concentration of particles in this
layer, where anthropogenic emissions was a much more significant source. It has
been established that aerosols originating from urban anthropogenic emissions are
mostly submicron in size and have a larger scattering efficiency (at 550 nm) than
the large dust particles (e.g., Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998).
In the layer below 1.3 km, the abundance of anthropogenic emissions com-
ponents became smaller, and dust smaller still. Sea salt would be expected to
be a major aerosol source in this layer, which would be consistent with the rel-
atively large hygroscopicity factor (γ = 0.35) and the small scattering coefficient
(32 Mm−1) of the aerosol sample collected near the surface (#43), attributable to
large but few salt aerosols there. However, the mass contribution from sodium and
chloride in sample #43 turned out to be very small, possibly an artifact of the low
cutoff diameter of the MOUDI pod intake assuming that the sea salt was in fact
concentrated in larger particles. The unidentified mass could be mainly organic
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species emitted from the sea surface, possibly along with sea salt. In this regard,
it is important to note that marine organics are relatively enriched in the smaller
sea salt particles and would be little impacted by the intake cutoff (cf., Oppo et al.,
1999). Interestingly, our analyses show that neither citric acid nor malic acid (its
anion malate should have eluted near succinate on the IC) was a major component.
Earlier studies indicate that they are major components in marine waters near the
East Atlantic coast (Creac’h, 1955), and by extrapolation, perhaps sea salt aerosols
in general (Ming and Russell, 2001). However, our results here suggest that this
extrapolation may not be robust for all sea salt aerosols. Further measurements of
marine aerosol composition are needed.
Figure 3 next shows that anthropogenic emissions and dust were also two main
sources on 13 April, but the dust to anthropogenic emissions ratio remained almost
constant in all four samples, i.e., 1.4, 1.3, 1.1, and 1.5, respectively. Analyses show
that on 13 April, the lower troposphere was well mixed from the surface to a weak
inversion at ∼1.8 km. The aerosol number concentration remained rather constant
in this layer, as did many other parameters such as the aerosol hygroscopic growth
factors and the aerosol scattering coefficients, as seen in Table V and Figure 4(b).
The steep decrease in the aerosol scattering coefficient above 1.8 km was probably
due to a differential mixing of aerosols above and below the inversion. A slight
impact of biomass burning is visible in Figure 3 for this date, which contributes to
about 1% of the total aerosol mass. However, this impact becomes much larger in
the next two cases.
Figure 3 shows that anthropogenic emissions, dust, and biomass burning were
all significant sources on 26 April. The atmosphere was well mixed from the sur-
face until ∼0.8 km, and there was a strong inversions at ∼2.1 km and another
inversion at ∼3.2 km. These can be seen in the scattering coefficient plot in Fig-
ure 4(c). The two samples collected in the well-mixed surface layer and the one
sample collected just above it had similar fractions of anthropogenic emissions,
dust, and biomass burning components. In comparison, the sample collected at
3.2 km had a larger fraction of dust species. Aerosols at this altitude, due to
small concentration and a small scattering efficiency, had the smallest scattering
coefficient. As for biomass burning components, the sample collected at 1.1 km
had the largest mass concentration and fraction of levoglucosan. Meanwhile, the
aerosol scattering coefficient reached a maximum at ∼1.2 km. These data suggest
that biomass-burning components were transported to the sampling region within
the 1.1 km to ∼2.1 km layer of air, and most of the submicron particles were
located near the bottom of this layer. Very interestingly, the mass concentration
ratio of citric acid to levoglucosan was smallest in the 1.1 km (sample #4), larger
in the 30 m and 460 m samples (#’s 15 and 20), and much larger in the 3.2 km
(sample #65). In comparison, the diacids/levoglucosan ratio was rather constant in
these samples (∼1.8). Dicarboxylic acids can be produced from some intermediate
species emitted by biomass fires, such as levoglucosan, during their long-range
transport (cf., Gao et al., 2002). This conversion could have been completed by
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Figure 4a, b.
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Figure 4c, d.
Figure 4. (a) Scattering coefficient (at 550 nm) profile for 17 April 2001 (Mm−1 is 1 × 10−6
m−1, same in (b), (c), and (d)). Similarly, in all panels the dotted horizontal lines repre-
sent locations of inversions. (b) Scattering coefficient (at 550 nm) profile for 13 April 2001.
(c) Scattering coefficient (at 550 nm) profile on 26 April 2001. (d) Scattering coefficient (at
550 nm) profile on 27 April 2001.
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the time the aerosols were advected to the sampling region, thereby displaying
a rather constant diacids/levoglucosan ratio at various altitudes. Citric acid could
also be produced from such a conversion process, similar to diacids. However, its
conversion probably occurred more slowly. Hence, the aerosol collected at 3.2 km,
which had likely undergone the longest aging during transport, showed the largest
ratio of citric acid to levoglucosan. Certainly, the mechanism of the conversion
reactions involved needs further studies.
Figure 3 finally shows that dust, anthropogenic emissions, and biomass burning
were again all significant sources on 27 April. Analyses show on that day, the
atmosphere was relatively well mixed from the surface to ∼1.2 km where there
was a strong inversion, as roughly seen from the scattering coefficient profile in
Figure 4(d). This corresponds to a rather homogeneous composition of aerosols
at 150 m, 460 m, and 840 m, where distinct samples were collected, as shown in
Figure 2(d). However, there were weak inversions at ∼240 m and ∼900 m, which
caused some slight layering in this surface layer. In the lowest boundary layer (be-
low 240 m), the particle scattering coefficients were lower than above, and the mass
fraction of anthropogenic emissions components was higher, together suggesting
an advection of small anthropogenic emissions particles to the sampling site in
this layer. Near the inversion layer at ∼900 m, the scattering coefficients again
decreased, as did the hygroscopic growth factor (Table V), possibly associated with
sedimentation of dust particles from aloft.
It is noteworthy, with respect to these latter two cases, that the MODIS satel-
lite detected some land surface temperature anomalies in Korea and Japan on 25
through 27 April, implying biomass burning events. Figure 5 shows these events
superposed on the back trajectories (calculated using HYSPLIT 4) for all four cases
examined here. Based on these trajectories, it seems quite plausible that the emis-
sions from these biomass fires could have been transported to our sampling sites for
the latter of the two cases we examine, but clearly not for the former. Furthermore,
the timescale for the transport is well within the lifetime (∼10 days) proposed
for such biomass burning emissions as levoglucosan (cf., Fraser and Lakshmanan,
2000). This supports the source of biomass burning identified and discussed above.
In summary, 17 April was an example of a layered lower troposphere mainly
impacted by urban anthropogenic emissions and dust. 26 April was similar to 17
April, but with an added, significant impact of biomass burning. 13 April was
an example of a well-mixed lower troposphere (surface boundary layer) mainly
impacted by urban anthropogenic emissions and dust. 27 April was similar to 13
April (with some layering), but again with an added, significant impact of biomass
burning. Evidently, the chemical composition of aerosols in eastern Asia and the
Northwest Pacific was impacted not only by several sources, often simultaneously,
but also by specific meteorological conditions and aerosol aging processes. As
a result, the aerosol composition can be either homogenous or heterogeneous at
different times and locations in that part of the lower troposphere. This should
certainly be taken into account for relevant climate modeling.
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Figure 5. Back trajectories for air sampled on 13, 17, 25 and 27 April based on HYSPLIT4
model calculations. Also shown are areas of surface temperature anomalies – usually indica-
tive of biomass burning – revealed by the MODIS thermal mapper. Anomalies are shown for
dates on or within 48 hours of any of the sampling dates.
3.3. SIZE-RESOLVED AEROSOL COMPOSITION
Four 5-stage MOUDI samples were collected during ACE-Asia, two on 8 April
and two on 28 April 2001, when aerosol masses were sufficiently high enough
for size-fractionated sampling. The MOUDI size cuts are given in Table I. It is
important to note that all of these samples were obtained in region 1 of the study
venue (Figure 1) and thus cannot be considered representative of the experimental
venue as a whole. We also note the upper cut-size of the 1st stage could have
been as high as 5.0 µm. Furthermore, it is important to realize that the various
MOUDI stages do not cover equal size increments. This should be born in mind
when interpreting the MOUDI results. Values of dlogD shown in Table I (where
calculable) illustrate this. Figure 6 shows the percentage distribution in different
size ranges for 10 aerosol components identified in a sample collected on 28 April
2001 (sample name AAM7). This sample was collected from 11:43 am to 12:42 pm
(local time) at an altitude of 1.1 km. There are three distinctive patterns of mass
distribution. Sulfate, formate, oxalate, glutarate, and succinate all had more than
80% of their total mass distributed in the smallest three size ranges (d < 0.77 µm).
Nitrate had more than 90% of its total mass distributed in the largest two size
ranges (d > 1.4 µm). Fe, Mg, Si, and K all had a much more even distribution
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Figure 6. Percentage distribution of ten chemical species in different size ranges in the sample
AAM7, which was collected on 28 April 2001. The first five species, nitrate, and the last four
species show different patterns of mass distribution in various size ranges. See text for details.
in the six size ranges. No single size range comprised more than 25% of the total
mass. Such a pattern was also observed in other MOUDI samples, although the
case shown in Figure 6 had the largest mass loading and thus displayed this pattern
most clearly. The nitrate and sulfate distributions are readily explicable in terms of
condensation onto alkaline coarse mode particles and condensation/nucleation of
fine particles respectively (Figure 7 illustrates this for sulfates). However, a slightly
more detailed discussion of the organics and metal ions is in order.
Figure 8 shows the mass loading of four organic acids in six size ranges in
sample AAM7. Similar to sulfate, these acids mostly accumulated in particles
smaller than 0.77 µm. However, they accumulated more evenly in the fine size
range, unlike sulfate that had the heaviest mass loading in the smallest size fraction.
(The formate distribution is more consistent with this assertion in other samples not
shown here.) Hence, these organic acids most likely became aerosol components
through phase partitioning processes, such as condensation or dissolution, the spe-
cific route depending on the properties of pre-existing particles and partitioning
species (cf., McMurry and Wilson, 1982). Certainly earlier model evaluations (e.g.,
Gao et al., 2000), suggest that nucleation was an unlikely pathway for these aerosol
components.
Figure 9 shows Fe, K, Mg, and Si were distributed in both fine and coarse
size ranges, which implies both dust and biomass burning were major sources for
these species on 28 April. However, a more careful examination reveals a subtle
difference. Considering the fact that a large portion of coarse particles was missed
during sampling, Fe, Mg, and Si displayed a decreasing trend of mass loading with
decreasing particle size. This trend is also seen in three other MOUDI samples, al-
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Figure 7. Mass loadings of sulfate in different size ranges in samples AAM7 and AAM8,
which were collected on 28 April 2001. The error bars shown both here and in succeeding
figures are calculated from three standard deviations of blank substrate means.
Figure 8. Mass loadings of four organic acids in different size ranges in the sample AAM7,
which was collected on 28 April 2001.
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Figure 9. Mass loadings of nitrate and four metal species in different size ranges in the sample
AAM7, which was collected on 28 April 2001.
beit less pronounced due to smaller mass loadings. On the other hand, K displayed
a slight increasing trend of mass loadings with decreasing particle size (despite po-
tentially confounding factors such as coagulation). Nevertheless, it appears that Fe,
Mg, and Si can be mainly attributed to the dust source, while K may additionally
have a biomass-burning source in the ACE-Asia region.
3.4. DICARBOXYLIC ACID FRACTIONATION
Figure 10 shows the mass loadings of glutarate, succinate, malonate, and oxalate
in six single-filter aerosol samples collected on 26 and 27 April 2001. Ancillary
information on these samples has been given in Table V. It is striking that the mass
abundance of dicarboxylic acid increased with decreasing carbon number in the
molecule. The sum of C2 and C3 diacids comprised more than 70% of the mass of
total diacids, while the sum of C2, C3, and C4 diacids constituted more than 90%.
Additionally, the relative abundance of C2, C3, C4, and C5 diacids were almost
constant. The relative ratio between them, on average, was 10:5:3:1, respectively,
displaying a fractionation pattern. As discussed earlier in Section 3.1, these diacids
most likely had a biomass-burning source and were in aged aerosols. Also, such a
fractionation distribution pattern of diacids was observed in haze aerosols impacted
by biomass burning in southern Africa (Gao et al., 2002). The relative ratio between
the acids in Africa was, on average, 10:6:5:3. Hence, the smaller acids were slightly
more abundant in ACE-Asia. Nevertheless, the general pattern is the same. This
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Figure 10. Dicarboxylic acid fractionation in aerosol samples in ACE-Asia. Sample altitudes
ranges from 39 m (sample #2) to 1084 m (sample #4).
pattern has been seen in aerosols affected by biomass fires in other regions as well
(e.g., Narukawa et al., 1999). In addition, in urban aerosols, marine aerosols, polar
aerosols, as well as marine rainwater, this pattern has also been reported, albeit less
quantitatively (Kawamura and Ikushima, 1993; Kawamura and Sakaguchi, 1999;
Kawamura et al., 1996; Sempéré and Kawamura, 1996). Thus, measurements both
by ourselves in ACE-Asia and SAFARI 2000, and by others indicate that low-
molecular-weight dicarboxylic acids commonly exhibit a fractionation pattern in
a variety of aged tropospheric aerosols. These homologous diacids decrease in
abundance rapidly as the carbon number increases.
While a definitive explanation for this pattern is not yet in hand, a number
of suggestive facts bear on the issue. Sources of the dicarboxylic acids in the
atmosphere are numerous and varied. Both direct emissions from, for example,
biomass burning (Gao et al., 2002) and secondary production in both continental
(Rohrl and Lammel, 2001) and marine (Hatakeyama et al., 1985, 1987; Kawamura
et al., 1996) venues have been documented. Despite this complexity, the high ox-
idation state of the end carbon atoms of the acids places them at or near the end
of many oxidation chains and their relative concentrations are likely dictated by
oxidation processes in the atmosphere.
Mechanistic considerations suggest the likelihood of a gradual degradation
pathway of diacids from high to low carbon-number homologs, perhaps both in the
gas phase and through heterogeneous processes. A likely mechanism is through
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the addition of an OH radical to the CH2 carbon in larger diacids and subsequent
oxidation of the formed C–O bond to a carbonyl group, and further a carboxyl
group, thus producing smaller diacids (Kawamura et al., 1996). Alternatively, the
reason for the observed diacid fractionation may lie in their molecular structures.
Oxalic acid and malonic acid have abundant carboxyl groups in their relatively
small structures such that the presence of H-bonding between these molecules is
highly possible. This would lower the volatility of these smallest diacids. There-
fore, despite their low molecular weights, their condensation and even nucleation
potential can be enhanced greatly. In contrast, larger diacid molecules (e.g., C5
and above) are expected to allow little or no H-bonding due to larger size and
steric hindrance. This structural effect may serve as a driving force for preferential
partitioning of the smallest diacids into the aerosol phase, which could in turn
move chemical equilibrium and drive the gradual degradation of diacids towards
the smallest ones. Additionally, as discussed in Gao et al.. (2001), the pKa values of
these diacids also render a preferential partitioning of lower carbon number acids
(more acidic) into aerosols when dissolution is the dominant partitioning process.
In summary, the above analyses suggest that in sufficiently aged aerosols, irre-
spective of their sources or formation pathways, C2–C4 diacids are often the most
stable components, and they comprise the majority (>90%) of the total diacids.
This finding can be very useful for climate models that require detailed aerosol
composition. Oxalic acid, malonic acid, and succinic acid can be used as rep-
resentative compounds for dicarboxylic acids in aerosols. For aged aerosols not
impacted by direct, significant sources of diacids, the fractionation ratio calculated
earlier can be used for reasonable estimates of composition. In addition, such an
ensemble also gives a good estimate of dicarboxylic acids’ overall contribution to
the water solubility of aerosols. Oxalic and succinic acids have solubilities (12 and
9 g/100 g water, respectively) about an order of magnitude smaller than malonic
acid (161 g/100 g water) and glutaric acid (116 g/100 g water) (Saxena and Hilde-
mann, 1996). It appears that a full identification of all diacid species in aerosols
may not be necessary, at least for climate modeling.
4. Conclusions
The results presented here suggest that aerosols sampled during the ACE-Asia
study had three primary sources, at least with respect to their impact on aerosol
light scattering. These sources were anthropogenic emissions, biomass burning
and soil dust. These sources, on average, contributed roughly equally to the
aerosol light-scattering coefficient. Aerosol hygroscopicity factor was less clearly
attributable but a simple empirical model based on a mixing rule and past data
on the hygroscopicity factor of the major types of aerosols encountered suggest
that soil dust, anthropogenic emissions, and biomass burning all played a role in
determining the hygroscopicity of aerosols during ACE-Asia.
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The chemical composition of aerosols in the ACE-Asia region was highly in-
homogeneous, both temporally and spatially. This was particularly pronounced
with the organic species. Such inhomogeneity arose from the interplay of vari-
ous sources, meteorological conditions, and aerosol aging processes. Four major
sources were identified: soil dust, biomass burning, sea salt, and anthropogenic
emissions. The aerosols impacted by biomass burning had a much larger organic
content than the others. The highly variable chemical composition of aerosols,
combined with their also variable size distribution, had a significant impact on their
other properties, such as hygroscopicity and light scattering ability. More detailed
analyses of these aerosol properties are needed to fully elucidate such impact.
The size-resolved chemical composition of aerosols suggested different for-
mation pathways for individual chemical components. Sulfate and organic acids
mostly accumulated in particles smaller than 0.77 µm in diameter. In addition to
direct emission, a common pathway for the sulfate formation was likely through
homogeneous nucleation, but for organic acids through dissolution or condensa-
tion. Nitrate mostly accumulated in particles larger than 1.4 µm in diameter, and
was most likely formed through condensation on alkaline, pre-existing aerosols.
Metal species accumulated in both fine and coarse size ranges. Both dust sources
and biomass burning emissions contributed to these species, although Fe, Mg, and
Si appeared to be mainly from the former. The measured composition, both bulk
and size-resolved, can be used for a more accurate modeling of the direct and
indirect radiative forcings of aerosols.
Several other findings emerged during the course of this study. Citric acid was
identified to be always associated with biomass burning, although the chemical
mechanism for its formation is not immediately clear. Gluconic acid was also
commonly present in aerosols impacted by biomass burning, as previously seen
in aerosols in southern Africa (Gao et al., 2002), but its positive identification
requires more evidence. Furthermore, it is unclear to what extent gluconic acid
(or even citric acid) is dominated by a biomass-burning source in other venues.
Nevertheless, our data suggest gluconic acid could be another useful tracer for bio-
mass burning aerosols. Most interestingly, dicarboxylic acids display a relatively
constant fractionation pattern in a variety of aged aerosols in the troposphere. It is
proposed that oxalic, malonic, and succinic acids can be used as a representative
ensemble for all the diacids in relevant modeling of aged tropospheric aerosols.
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